
An Australian Start-Up



We all know what a start-up is right?



Here a some Famous ones to start with…



Here a some Famous ones to start with…



Which is strange, as the term ‘start-up’ is 
all to often associated with software.

Why?



Some reasons Software Start-ups are in the limelight:



1. Huge Accessible Markets

2. Easily Scalable

3. Fast Development Times

4. The rise of the Digital Age

5. Many Success Stories



But things aren’t always peachy:



1. Super Saturated Markets

2. Incredibly time sensitive

3. Incredibly competitive

4. Very low success rate

5. Limited number of ‘big problems’



But what about product-based start-ups?







1. Generally Niche Focused

2. Scalability Requires Capital

3. Long Time to Market

4. A lot of potential for IP

5. Distribution is often key



So, although Product-based start-ups may not be the most 
celebrated, there is still a lot of opportunity to be had if 

done right.  
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What was our problem?



Clearly Defined:

How to trim the vegetation around posts while 
performing Roadside maintenance



A bit of background to the problem…



Roadside maintenance generally refers to the activities relating to the 
preservation and maintenance of the vegetation along the side of the 

road.  This can further be broken down into two main areas –

Grass cutting/slashing and 

tree/vegetation trimming.

What is Roadside Maintenance?



1. Grass cutting/slashing and 

2. tree/vegetation trimming.



This is the cutting of the grass along the side of the road. It is 
imperative that grass cutting/slashing is scheduled by the 
relevant authority throughout the year to prevent overgrowth 
which can;

• act as fuel for bush-fires, 

• cause signage and deliniator obstruction, 

• prevent access for pedestrians and 

• degrade the visual appearance of the roadsides.

Grass Cutting



The Traditional Method



And how posts are dealt with…



Exploration of the Problem:

Efficiency with the current processes
• The process of removing vegetation around posts (as a secondary 

process), 

• Traffic Management, 

• Asset Management



Exploration of the Problem:

WHS of current processes
• Rear Mounted Slashers

• Exposed Roadside Workers

• Exposure to Chemicals



Exploration of the Problem:

Environmental issues with Chem Spray
• The Accumulative use en-mass of Hazardous Herbicides

• Weeds and grass becoming more tolerant

• Australian Flora and Fauna Species at Risk

• Soil and Tarmac Erosion along the Roadside



The Slasherteck Solution



Slasherteck’s approach combines the trimming of the grass and 
vegetation around the post in the same process as cutting along the 

roadside. 



This core solution has then been translated into a product line-up that we are 
calling ‘the ultimate in roadside maintenance’



LHS CUTTING

RHS CUTTING
RAMH

RAMH

RAMH

Reach Arm

Front Slasher

SSTH



Innovations and Achievements



Durability and Machine Build

• Australian Designed and Engineered
• Australian Manufactured
• Use of specialist steels in construction



Complete Hydraulic Operation

• Minimises Mechanical Fault
• Release valves to accommodate for shock absorbtion
• Fundamental to the rotating frame (and transfer of power)



Triple Bladed Design
• Inherent of core technology
• Ensures consistent Cut
• Mulching Blades
• Work hardening Blades



WHS Improvements
• Forward facing driver
• Operator in safety of tractor cabin



Asset Management on-the-go
• Works as Executed Monitoring
• Asset management
• Incident Reporting
• GPS mapping
• Quality Control Features
• Time management
• Statistical data

SLASHER OPERATIONS AND ASSET MANAGEMENT SYSTEM



Automated Traffic Management
• Autonomous Traffic Management Vehicles
• Work on the patent pending “mothership” principle
• Customisable digital Signage



Rubbish Collection
• No exposed roadside workers
• Visual recognition Capability
• Large Capacity compactor
• Can collect heavy items



The importance of Milestones and Momentum
• Keeping Key stakeholders engaged
• Moral of Company
• Ongoing sales pitch





The value of Human Capital
• Skill Diversity
• Jack is your friend
• Trust is Key
• Nobody like a quitter



Dealing with problems
• Learn from them
• Positive Can-do attitude
• Don’t blame, get on with the solution
• Prioritise your problems and focus on them one by one
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Thankyou


